Wavee Enhances the Morning Routine with the World’s Only Toothbrush Smart Speaker System, Now Available on Kickstarter

The dual-purpose electric toothbrush provides high-efficiency sonic-wave brush cleaning while seamlessly engaging with popular music, podcast and audiobook streaming services. Wavee is a smart bathroom media hub for maximizing morning prep time.

TORONTO (PRWEB) November 06, 2019 -- Wavee, a three-speed sonic-wave toothbrush combined with smart speaker technology that delivers rich amplified sound, is now available on Kickstarter. Wavee empowers customers with their favorite music, podcasts and audiobooks - and features Amazon Alexa compatibility.

“Wavee was created to enhance the everyday routine of oral care, something all of us have to do day-in and day-out,” said Wavee Co-founder & CEO Jonathan Semira. “Wavee works double duty in the bathroom, with a smart speaker charging base that allows you to maximize downtime by streaming your favorite playlists in omni-directional sound, while the separate electric toothbrush treats your smile to a brilliant cleaning.”

Semira came up with the idea of Wavee by his own recognition that there was a void when it came to enjoying entertainment during his morning routine. He says Wavee allows everyone to maximize their time, which is commonly up to 60 minutes a daily or more, that users spend prepping for the day ahead.

“We researched the oral hygiene market and realized there’s a real need for this ground-breaking product, especially among millennials,” he said. “More and more, people typically use their weak phone speaker or have to hassle with bringing a Bluetooth speaker in and out of the bathroom. With Wavee, they will never run into that problem again…whether at home or when on the road.”

At its core, Wavee is a set of separate devices that perform important functions within a person’s daily routine – an electric toothbrush that provides optimal teeth cleaning through a sonic wave movement brush head backed by a powerful three-speed motor, along with an accompanying smart speaker that delivers rich, amplified sound allowing customers to curate their own content and entertainment.

“There is both technology and innovative design, our team fused these two functions together to create the market’s first electric toothbrush and integrated smart speaker product,” Semira said. “This opens up an entirely new and enhanced user experience, with Wavee providing the missing link to turn any common bathroom space into a secluded haven.”

The smart speaker includes a proprietary charging dock for the brush, both of which are charged with one single USB-C Port connection. The Wavee’s built-in lithium-ion rechargeable battery lasts up to 25 days on a single charge, allowing for minimal charging time and portability for travel.

When it comes to dental hygiene, the Wavee brush head features soft bristles designed to clean germs, bacteria and remove plaque – while being gentle on the gums.

Wavee’s full line of features include:

• An LED Light
• A Removable Cleaning Sleeve
• An Easy Wipe Top Surface
• Inductive Charging
• An IPX 5 - Water Resistant Speaker
• Superior Voice Pick-Up
• Amazon Alexa Compatibility through HSP
• A Wall Mountable Feature
• A two-minute timer with 30 second intervals for cleaning the four quadrants of the mouth
• Three Brushing Modes – (Standard (41,000rpm), White (48,000rpm), Sensitive (33,000rpm)
• Eight-Hour Playback
• A 48,000 RPM Motor
• Omnidirectional Sound
• Bluetooth 5.0 Compatibility

As part of the brand’s goal to provide a ‘total’ oral care experience, Wavee will also offer supplementary products such as toothpaste, floss and teeth whitening strips, all of which are available through a subscription package with the Wavee product.

For more information and to purchase Wavee at an early-bird discount during crowdfunding, visit the Wavee Campaign Page on Kickstarter.
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